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FILE UNDER ‘SURVEILLANCE’ 

A conversation between Brian Alfred and Nigel Warburton

NW: Surveillance is an expression of power and is often tinged with paranoia. The power is of those who are privileged to watch without being seen; the paranoia lies in the belief that someone is out to get them. Except the belief may not be paranoid at all. Perhaps without the camera's presence a crime will be committed. Are these the sort of ideas that drew you to the theme of surveillance? Or was it, perhaps, the distinctive banality of CCTV images?

BA: My interest in the subject began with the raw act of looking. Making visual work, this is the genesis of the act of visual interpretation. The different nuances of the act of looking and the act of being watched are very interesting to me. With this work in particular, I honed in on images that reflect the control that being watched has over people in an environment. Also, too, the actual aesthetics of being watched. Not just the paranoia, politics, and power of those watching and how that changes the way people interact in their environment, but also what it looks like. Surveillance cameras, signs, spy planes, CCTV footage, etc. have an interesting aesthetic. Of course, lately, these images and ideas have taken an exaggerated role in our lives via the media and in politics.

NW: The technology of surveillance is changing very rapidly as well as its use. Devices are becoming more sophisticated and less conspicuous and their imagery less stylised. The first CCTV cameras already look clunky and outmoded.

BA: Yes, I am interested in the way that technology is changing, the way that surveillance looks. As the technology progresses it becomes more difficult to pick out and see these methods of watching. At the same time, as these technologies progress, the archaic methods and technology are seen in a different way, which is visually interesting. It is almost as if the history of surveillance and the way we view it is being established before us. I think the images in the work establish these connections - with a range as broad as an old security camera perched on a condemned building to an unmanned surveillance drone. I suppose I am trying to be all-inclusive and include the vast scope of the methods and environments in which surveillance occurs. The relationships between these images then becomes part of the subject matter. Old and new. Visible and hidden. Manned and unmanned.

NW: The ideal surveillance device is invisible, and interprets what is seen automatically, with no human presence, no possibility of misinterpretation. Or else it presents rather than re-presents what is seen, with no intermediary - much as a spy-hole would. The reality of surveillance today is quite different from this. Typically the distant human interpreter of surveillance information tries to make sense of what is happening based on an impoverished context and abstracted information. But as in the films Blow Up and The Conversation there is ambiguity and the possibility of misunderstanding. There is a contrast between the sleek mechanical wizardry that delivers the data and the fallible human interpreter watching the flickering shadows on the wall rather than reality itself. 

Underlying all this is the issue of power and control. As George Orwell realised, the power of a surveillance instrument lies not in actual surveillance, but in the possibility that you are being observed. Big Brother's telescreen was the key instrument of control for a totalitarian state. Those of us brought up reading Nineteen Eighty-Four, have tended to see the presence of surveillance devices as an invasion of privacy or at best an evil that can in some cases increase security but at a high cost. For a new generation, though, particularly through the use of surveillance cameras in reality TV shows like Big Brother and descendants of Candid Camera, the hidden camera is becoming an ally that delivers fame. So the social meaning of surveillance, as well as its technology, may be evolving.

BA: Yes, it's becoming an ingredient in our day-to-day life. It filters  into all aspects of our society. Humor, paranoia, propaganda, safety, discipline, and so on.  We always knew that technology would alter our day-to-day existence and that when these systems of seeing manifested themselves in the public realm all facets of society would be affected. It never quite shapes up exactly as the visionary images, films and books of the past forecast. Yet it is identifiable and it does affect our spaces and therefore the way we interact. I was always interested in what Foucault wrote about the panopticon and the way discipline or behavior can be shaped as a result of the act of viewing. I suppose we are shaped in a similar way in a plethora of formats: via home video cameras capturing funny behavior or border checkpoints. The notion of being watched inherently changes our behaviour and the way we view our world. It gets to the point of subconscious awareness. You don't even know if there's someone in the prison tower looking or someone watching the CCTV footage at a grocery store. You know that the possibility is there and it has its effect. I also don't want to pass up the idea of the duality in this. I like the fact that these methods can be both positive and negative. I like for my work to hover between stances. For example, an air traffic control tower is desirable when your plane is landing, yet monitoring of your phone calls may feel a bit intrusive. 

NW: Yes, the design principle of Jeremy Bentham's panopticon prison design with a central surveillance point with lines of sight radiating from it - part of his machine ‘for grinding rogues honest' through constant possible surveillance - worked very well for the Reading Room in the British Museum Library too – a more benign context. Perhaps some of what is fuelling this is the idea of an omniscient god watching over people - simultaneously reassuring and worrying for those who believe this, depending what they are getting up to...

BA: Remember when the Internet and technology just seemed so fun and optimistic (i.e: when I was young)? I wonder if technology and invention has always been fuelled by controlling desires? I
If so, that's depressing. I often wonder if these methods of surveillance are always introduced in a fun package with a big bow on it, yet the underlying usages are shady.

NW: I was interested in what you wrote earlier about the duality of surveillance: the positive and the negative aspects, the desire both for privacy, and to be seen. Do you think that duality is legible in your work?

BA: Definitely. Here's an example. In the image Vacant, people look after homes after hurricanes and mark the houses to let people know nobody is in the home. This is a "good surveillance".  In Waihopai it's a place in NZ where the US and allies monitor communications. This could fall in the bad category, yet if they disrupt a plot of terror, then it would be considered good surveillance. So yes, I feel the duality in this, just as I do in many other aspects of life and society. I think one of my most successful images that touched on this from years back, is a painting of a forest in winter with beautiful snow falling. Mixed in with the trees, is an Exxon sign. Now, this sign destroys the pristine beauty of the landscape. Yet, if I were driving in the middle of nowhere and were running out of gas, that sign would be the most beautiful sight in the world. I think you see my point. This is why, no matter how strong my beliefs, I try to leave ambiguity in the work, because that's how life is. And I enjoy the viewer making up their own mind.

NW: What was it that switched you on to surveillance as a theme? 

BA: I think it was noticing the cameras everywhere I went. They seemed to become more and more ubiquitous over recent years. I had always noticed them and became increasingly interested in them both visually and conceptually. I think taking a step past just the normal day-to-day cameras became exciting as well. I was thinking of the different ways that surveillance reveals itself. It could be in places as different as an FBI stakeout location, a highway checkpoint, or a security desk panel. I was also triggered by a report that I heard on the news. It mentioned that during a morning commute to work from Brooklyn to midtown Manhattan, something like eighty or ninety percent of your commute could be seen on some kind of security camera. It was almost like a mosaic of your experience could be relived through these disparate elements. I think it's even worse in London. I recall a report that most of the city is covered in cameras. When it becomes that prevalent you are forced to try to ignore it. But it is creepy.

NW: But it would take one surveillance officer 24 hours a day at least to follow and interpret my every movement and interaction. So unless there are more people watching surveillance cameras than appearing in front of them, it might not be all that creepy -  at least not for the general population. Many official surveillance cameras only become useful in retrospect once a crime has been committed: they’re useful if you want to replay some of what happened leading up to the event, identify or eliminate suspects, and so on. More creepy is the fact that weirdos can buy surveillance equipment on the internet and set up their own cameras and listening posts for whatever purpose: sexual voyeurism, political sabotage, as part of a campaign of personal vengeance, industrial espionage, crime, terrorism, or whatever.

BA: True. It's as if life now has a potential rewind button. If needed.

NW: But out of context much of the footage must be even more ambiguous than when it was lived the first time. 

I wonder whether as well as having a strong desire not to be observed, most of us have an equally strong desire to be watched and noticed, one that actually finds expression in the idea of that omniscient Surveillance Camera in the Sky, and the exhibitionism of gameshow contestants.

BA: Yes, it must be inherent. Ever notice when people walk by a tech store and in the windows all the televisions show the passersby on the sidewalk, most of them stop and look at themselves and get a kick out of it? Again, more duality. In some situations it's desirable, others it is intrusive. 

NW: Are all the surveillance devices you depict visual? I’m thinking of all the ways are lives are tracked by analysis of how we use our credit cards, our spending patterns in stores, our travel, our telephone bills, and so on. Some of these are quite sinister. Do these inform your art too?

BA: There are different representations. Albany Sting is where the FBI made terror arrests after monitoring a suspected terror cell. Digital Depot was an internet cafe where a friend used to hack incognito. Friends are garbage cans in Tokyo that were across the subway platform from a surveillance camera. The Capitol is an image of just that. The Capitol references how lawmakers "look after you". Trailer Park was the site where police cased a suspected murderer. So yes, there are many different representations of the idea of surveillance or being looked after. I am interested in the different ways that surveillance can be interpreted. I think it enhances the viewers’ collective response to all the images.

NW: And this also follows quite naturally from the idea of conspiracy, a theme you’ve explored recently...

BA: Yes, I suppose my work is a longer extension of ideas that combine together. I am just as interested in the relationships between the images as each individual image on its own. So painting A's interpretation is enriched next to painting B and collage C. The way I accumulate these images is in a similar fractured framework. One image leads me in a direction and that image leads me to a new direction. Each additional image can affect the way the others in the group are read. This is also why I like to use different ways to make the images. You see a painting then you see an animation. Then you may see the painting differently after.


NW: I'm interested in the appearance of the paintings and how this relates to their subject matter.

BA: Well, I came to this way of making paintings over the course of years. Even in school when I was making abstract paintings based on fractals and systemics, my way of making paintings was always somewhat architectural. I was always inclined to 'build the image' on canvas. When I became more interested in the systemic element of my work being the entire environment that surrounds us, and what that says about us, I wanted to simplify the image and make it more direct. I was always drawn to graphic novels, comics, cartoons and ukiyo-e. I think this simplification of the image appealed to me. I added the computer as a tool to draw out images around the same time I started making the collages. The computer enabled me to play with endless variations of color and composition in less time. It also simultaneously became a research tool for me. The paintings are built up just as the collages in layers of paint/paper. The paintings enable a more visceral relationship due to their scale. The collages give a more intimate feel with their small scale and tactility. At the same time I started to become interested in animation. What happened if these layers began to move? It became a nice convergence of materials and methods that seemed to marry together well and enriched the ways the content could be realized.

NW: And I suppose the connotations of graphic novels and comics are appropriate here, with their somewhat 'noir' feel, and futuristic themes.

BA: Yes. With comics, manga/anime, graphic novels, there is often a 'cheery' facade and deeper undercurrents. I always thought it was much more interesting to seduce a viewer with the beauty of images and let the darker undertones seep in. I guess that's the opposite of punk rock, which basically says ‘fuck you’ in a rough direct fashion. To me, that always became easier to dismiss. Besides, I am interested in the fact that many of the disturbing or troublesome aspects of life are glossed over or made to seem desirable. For example, "You want us to protect you don't you? That's why we are listening to all your phone calls and monitoring your bank account. It's a great thing…" 
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